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In order to describe L2-convergence rates slower than exponential, the weak
Poincare inequality is introduced. It is shown that the convergence rate of a
Markov semigroup and the corresponding weak Poincare inequality can be deter-
mined by each other. Conditions for the weak Poincare inequality to hold are
presented, which are easy to check and which hold in many applications. The weak
Poincare inequality is also studied by using isoperimetric inequalities for diffusion
and jump processes. Some typical examples are given to illustrate the general
results. In particular, our results are applied to the stochastic quantization of field
theory in finite volume. Moreover, a sharp criterion of weak Poincare inequalities
is presented for Poisson measures on configuration spaces.  2001 Academic Press
Key Words: weak Poincare inequality; isoperimetric inequality; L2-convergence
rate; Markov semigroup.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let (E, F, +) be a probability space and (L, D(L)) a densely defined
linear operator which generates a Markov C0 -semigroup Pt on L2 (+)
where + is its invariant measure. The Poincare inequality for L reads
+( f 2)CE( f, f ), +( f )=0, f # D(L), (1.1)
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where E( f, f ) :=&+( fLf ) for f # D(L), and C>0 is a constant. It is well
known that (1.1) is equivalent to the exponential L2-convergence of Pt
+((Pt f )2)exp[&2tC] +( f 2), f # L2 (+), +( f )=0, t0.
To also describe slower convergence rates of Pt , Liggett [19] introduced
the following version of Nash type inequality
+( f 2)CE( f, f )1p 8( f )1q, +( f )=0, f # D(L), (1.2)
where p, q # (1, ) with p&1+q&1=1, C is a positive constant, and 8:
L2 (+)  [0, ] satisfies 8(cf )=c28( f ) for any c # R and f # L2 (+). This
inequality was used by Liggett [19] to prove an algebraic convergence of
Pt and was applied in [19] and [7] to some spin systems. The following
result is taken from [19].
Theorem 1.1 (Liggett [19]). If (1.2) holds with 8 satisfying 8(Pt f )
8( f ) for f # D(L) and t0, then there exists c>0 such that
+((Pt f )2)c8( f ) t1&q, t>0, f # L2 (+), +( f )=0. (1.3)
Conversely, if Pt is symmetric then (1.3) implies (1.2) for some C>0.
The main aim of this paper is to introduce a general version of (1.2)
(which can be checked in many concrete cases) to describe general con-
vergence rates of Pt . To do this, a very simple way is to replace E( f, f )1p
in (1.2) by a general function of E( f, f ) and to change 8( f )1q there into
another function of 8( f ) such that the whole inequality is homogeneous in
f. Then, one may try to study the L2-convergence of Pt using such a more
general inequality. More precisely, one considers
+( f 2)3(E( f, f )), +( f )=0, f # D(L), 8( f )1, (1.4)
where 3 # C[0, ) is a nonnegative and increasing function with 3(0)=0,
3(r)>0 for r>0 and 3(r)r  0 as r  , and 8 is as in (1.2). For (1.2)
we choose 3(r)=r1p. To estimate the L2-convergence rate of Pt , we let
3&1 (r) :=inf[s0 : 3(s)r]. Then (1.4) implies
3&1 (+( f 2))E( f, f ), f # D(L), +( f )=0, 8( f )1.
Assuming that 8(Pt f )8( f ), we obtain
|
+( f 2)
+((Pt f )
2)
dr
31 (r)
2t, t>0, f # D(L), 8( f )1, +( f )=0.
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Therefore, to describe the convergence rate of Pt , one has to solve this
possibly complicated inequality. To avoid this, we will use an alternative
approach based on [16, 28, 29] in which semigroup properties and spec-
tral estimates were studied by using the super-Poincare inequality
+( f 2)rE( f, f )+;(r) +( | f | )2, r>0, f # D(L), (1.5)
where ; is a positive decreasing function on (0, ). The advantage of such
Poincare type inequalities is that they imply semigroup estimates directly.
Corresponding to (1.5), we introduce the following weak Poincare
inequality as an extension of (1.2)
+( f 2):(r) E( f, f )+r8( f ), +( f )=0, f # D(L), r>0, (1.6)
where : is a nonnegative and decreasing function on (0, ), and 8 is as
in (1.2). It is easy to see that (1.2) is indeed equivalent to (1.6) for
:(r)=cr1& p and some c>0. More generally, (1.4) implies (1.6) for
:(r) :=sups>0 s&1[3(s)&r], while, if limr   :(r)=0, then (1.6) implies
(1.4) with 3(s) :=infr>0 [:(r) s+r].
The main general results of this paper are Theorems 2.1, 2.3 and
Corollary 2.4. By the above considerations, Theorem 1.1 is hence an
immediate consequence thereof, and this way we obtain a new proof for
Theorem 1.1. Some criteria for (1.6) are presented in Section 3 which are
especially designed for diffusions on a Riemannian manifold. In Sections 4
and 5 we study (1.6) by using isoperimetric inequalities for both diffusion
and jump cases. Results obtained in these two sections extend known ones
on the spectral gap via Cheeger’s inequality (see e.g. [8, 15, 18, 31]). In
Section 6 the behaviour of the weak Poincare inequality under perturba-
tions of + is studied. The main result in that section is applied to the
stochastic quantization of field theory in a finite volume 4/R2. In
Section 7 we obtained a sharp criterion of the weak Poincare inequality for
Poisson measures on configuration spaces. In particular, in the case where
the intensity of the Poisson measure has positive smooth density, we prove
that the spectral gap of the underling Dirichlet form on the configuration
space coincides with the principal eigenvalue of the corresponding weighted
Laplacian on the base manifold.
Moreover, we mention that, for a conservative Dirichlet form (E, D(E))
(cf. [20]), (1.6) for 8( f )=& f &2 is equivalent to KusuokaAida’s ‘‘weak
spectral gap property’’ (WSGP for short, see [1]): for any sequence
[ fn]/D(E) such that +( f 2n)1, +( fn)=0, and E( fn , fn)  0 as n  , we
have fn  0 in probability.
Proposition 1.2. Let (E, D(E)) be a conservative Dirichlet form on
L2 (+). Then WSGP is equivalent to (1.6) for some : and 8( f ) :=& f &2 .
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Proof. First of all, by Theorem 2.13 in [20] (1.6) holds with 8( f )=
& f &2 for all f # D(L) if and only if it holds for all f # D(E). Assume that
WSGP holds. If (1.6) does not hold for any :, then there exist r>0 and
a sequence [ fn]/D(E) & L (+) such that +( fn)=0, +( f 2n)=1 and
nE( fn , fn)+r & fn&2<1, n1.
Hence & fn&2<r
&1 for all n and E( fn , fn)  0 as n  . By WSGP it then
follows that
1= lim
n  
+( f 2n)=
2+r&2 lim
n  
+( | fn |>=)==2
for any =>0, which is impossible.
On the other hand, assume that (1.6) holds for 8( f )=& f &2 and some
:. Let [ fn]/D(E) with +( fn)=0, +( f 2n)1 and E( fn , fn)  0 as n  .
We have to prove that +( | fn |>=)  0 as n   for any =>0. For R>0,
let fn, R :=( fn 7 R) 6 (&R). By (1.6),
+( f 2n, R)+( fn, R)
2+rR2+:(r) E( fn , fn),
r>0, n1, R>0. (1.7)
Since +( fn)=0 and | fn, R& fn |1[ | fn|>R] ( | fn |&R), it follows that
+( fn, R)2+(( | fn |&R) 1[ | fn|>R])
2+( f 2n) +( | fn |>R)R
&2. (1.8)
Furthermore, +( f 2n, R)=
2+( | fn, R |>=)=2+( | fn |>=) for R>=>0. Com-
bining this with (1.7) and (1.8) we obtain
+( | fn |>=)=&2 [:(r) E( fn , fn)+R&2+rR2], r>0, R>=.
This implies +( | fn |>=)  0 as n   since R and r are arbitrary and
E( fn , fn)  0. K
We would like to mention that, for conservative Dirichlet forms,
Mathieu [21] proved the equivalence of WSGP and the L1-convergence
of Pt
lim
t  
sup
+( f 2)1
&Pt f &+( f )&1=0. (1.9)
It is easy to see that (1.9) is equivalent to limt   sup& f &1 &Pt f &
+( f )&2=0. Then one may prove Proposition 1.2 by Theorem 2.3 in the
next section.
We also have the following result concerning the relation between (1.1)
and (1.6).
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Proposition 1.3. Assume that (E, D(E)) is a conservative Dirichlet
form. If (1.6) holds for 8( f ) :=& f &2 and there exist C1 , C2>0 such that
+( f 2)C1 E( f, f )+C2 +( | f | )2, f # D(L). (1.10)
Then (1.1) holds for some C>0.
Proof. Assume that (1.6) holds for 8( f ) :=& f &2 . If (1.1) does not
hold for any C>0, then there exists a sequence [ fn]/D(L) such that
+( fn)=0, +( f 2n)=1 and E( fn , fn)  0 as n  . By Proposition 1.2, for
any =>0 one has +( | fn |=)  0 as n  . Therefore, (1.10) yields that
C1 E( fn , fn)1&C2 +( | fn | )21&2C2 +( | fn | 1[ | fn|=])
2&2C2=2
1&2C2 +( | fn |=)&2C2 =2, =>0.
This implies lim infn   E( fn , fn)1C1 , which is a contradiction K
Finally, for motivation, we present below applications of our main
results to diffusion processes on Rd. See Section 3 for the proofs.
Example 1.4. Let E=Rd, L=2+{V, +(dx)=eV(x) dx[ eV(x) dx],
and E( f, f )=+( |{f |2) for the choices of V specified below. Let 8( f )=
& f &2 .
(a) For p>0, let V(x)=&(d+ p) log(1+|x| ) and {=min[(d+
p+2)p, (4p+4+2d )[ p2&4&2d&2p]+]. Then (1.6) holds with :(r)=
c(1+r&{) for some c>0, and there exists c$>0 such that
+((Pt f )2)c$ & f &2 t&1{, t0, +( f )=0. (1.11)
(b) Let p>1 and V(x)=&d log(1+|x| )& p log log(e+|x| ). Then
(1.6) holds with :(r)=c1 exp[c2 r&1( p&1)] for some c1 , c2>0, and there
exists c>0 such that
+((Pt f )2)c & f &2 [log(1+t)]
1& p, t>0, +( f )=0. (1.12)
(c) Let V(x)=&_ |x| $ for some _, $>0. We know from
Corollary 1.4 in [27] that the Poincare inequality holds if and only if $1,
so we only consider the case $ # (0, 1). For $ # (0, 1), there exist c, c1 , c2>0
such that (1.6) holds with :(r)=c[1+log(1+r&1)]4(1&$)$, and
+((Pt f )2)c1 & f &2 exp[&c2t$(4&3$)], +( f )=0, t0. (1.13)
In particular, when d=1 we obtain sharp choices of : for (a) and (b) at
the end of Section 4.
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2. L2-CONVERGENCE OF MARKOV SEMIGROUPS
The aim in this section is to establish relationships between (1.6) and the
L2-convergence rate of Pt .
Theorem 2.1. Assume that (1.6) holds. Then
+((Pt f )2) inf
r>0
[r sup
s # [0, t]
8(Ps f )+exp[&2t:(r)] +( f 2)],
t>0, +( f )=0, f # D(L). (2.1)
Consequently, if 8(Pt f )8( f ) for any t0 and f # L2 (+), then
+((Pt f )2)!(t)[8( f )++( f 2)], t>0, +( f )=0, f # D(L), (2.2)
where !(t) :=inf[r>0 : &12:(r) log rt] fort t>0. In particular, !(t) a 0 as
t A .
Proof. For f # D(L) with +( f )=0, let h(t) :=+((Pt f )2). By (1.6),
h$(t)=&2E(Pt f, Pt f ) &
2
:(r)
h(t)+
2r
:(r)
8(Pt f ), t0, r>0.
This implies (2.1) immediately. K
To prove a converse of Theorem 2.1, i.e. to establish a functional
inequality from the L2-convergence rate of Pt , we need the following
lemma due to [29] whose proof we include here for completeness.
Lemma 2.2. If L is normal (i.e. LL*=L*L), then for any f # L2 (+),
+((Ps f )2)+((Pt f )2)st +( f 2)1&st, 0st. (2.3)
Proof. Let _(L) be the spectrum of L and [E* : * # _(L)] the spectral
family corresponding to L. We have
Pt=|
_(L)
e*t dE* , t0. (2.4)
For any f with +( f 2)=1, d &E* ( f )&22 is a probability measure on _(L).
Then (2.4) implies
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+((Ps f )2)=|
_(L)
exp[2(Re *) s] d &E* ( f )&22
\|_(L) exp[2(Re *) t] d &E* ( f )&22+
st
=+((Pt f )2)st, 0st.
This proves (2.3). K
Theorem 2.3. Assume that L is normal. If there exist 9 : L2 (+) 
[0, ] and decreasing ! : [0, )  (0, ) such that 9(cf )=c29( f ) for
c # R and f # L2 (+), !(t) a 0 as t A , and
+((Pt f )2)!(t) 9( f ), t>0, +( f )=0, f # D(L), (2.5)
then (1.6) holds with 8=9 and
:(r)=2r inf
s>0
1
s
!&1 (s exp[1&sr]),
where !&1 (t) :=inf[r>0 : !(r)t]. (2.6)
If in particular (2.5) holds for !(t)=exp[&$t] for some $>0, then the
Poincare inequality (1.1) holds for C=2$ and all f # D(L) with 9( f )<.
Proof. Since (2.5) implies +( f 2)!(0) 9( f ), we only need to prove the
case where r<!(0), where !(0) :=limt a 0 !(t). For any t>0 and f # D(L)
with +( f )=0 and +( f 2)=1, let h(s) :=+((Ps f )2), 0st. By Lemma 2.2
and (2.5),
h(s)!(t)st 9( f )st, s # [0, t].
This implies
&2E( f, f )=h$(0)
1
t
log[!(t) 9( f )]

1
t _log
!(t)
u
&1+u9( f )& , u>0.
For u>0, taking t=!&1 (u exp[1&ur]) which is positive since
u exp[1&ur]r<!(0), we obtain
+( f 2)=1
2r
u
!&1 (u exp[1&ur]) E( f, f )+r9( f ), u>0.
This proves the first assertion.
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If (2.5) holds for !(t)=exp[&$t], then :(0) :=limr  0 :(r)=2$ for :
determined by (2.6). K
The following is a consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3, which recovers
Theorem 1.1 since (1.2) is equivalent to (1.6) with :(r)=cr1& p for some
c>0, see Appendix.
Corollary 2.4. (1) Let = # (0, 1). If (1.6) holds with 8 satisfying
8(Pt f )8( f ) and :(r)=$1+$2 [log(1+r&1)](1&=)= for some $1 , $2>0.
Then (2.5) holds for 9( f )=8( f )++( f 2) and !(t)=exp[c1&c2 t=] for
some c1 , c2>0. Conversely, if L is normal, then (2.5) with the above !(t)
implies (1.6) with 8=9 and the above : for some $1 , $2>0.
(2) Let p, q # (1, ) with p&1+q&1=1. The assertions in (1) hold for
:(r)=$r1& p for some $>0, and !(t)=ct1&q for some c>0, where in the
first assertion we may take 9=8.
(3) Let p>0. The assertions in (1) hold for :(r)=exp[$(1+r&1p)]
for some $>0, and !(t)=c[log(1+t)]&p for some c>0.
Proof. (1) Let = # (0, 1). If (1.6) holds with 8 satisfying 8(Pt f )
8( f ) and :(r)=$1+$2 [log(1+r&1)] (1&=)= for some $1 , $2>0. Let
!(t)>0 be such that :(!(t)) log !(t)=&2t, we have !(t)exp[c1&c2 t=]
for some c1 , c2>0. Then the first assertion follows from (2.2). Next, if L
is normal and (2.5) holds with !(t)=exp[c1&c2 t=] for some c1 , c2>0,
then !&1 (t)=[ 1c2 [c1&log t]
+]1=. By Theorem 2.3, (1.6) holds with 8=9
and
:(r)=2rc&1=2 inf
s>0
1
s
[[c1&log s&1+sr]+]1=.
Taking s=r[log(1+r&1)], we prove the second assertion.
(2) Let p, q # (1, ) with p&1+q&1=1. If (1.6) holds with
:(r)=$r1& p for some $>0 and 8(Pt f )8( f ), by (2.1) we have
+((Pt f )2)r8( f )+exp[&2tr p&1$] +( f 2),
t>0, +( f )=0, f # D(L), r>0.
Letting c>0 be such that exp[&2c p&1$]=2&q and taking r=ct1&q in
the above inequality, we obtain
+((Pt f )2)ct1&q8( f )+2&q+( f 2), t>0, +( f )=0, f # D(L).
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Applying this inequality repeatedly, we obtain
+((Pt f )2)c2q&1t1&q8( f )+2&q+((Pt2 f )2)
c2q&1t1&q (1+2&1) 8( f )+2&2q+((Pt4 f )2) } } }
c2q&1t1&q8( f ) :

n=0
2&n
=c2qt1&q8( f ), t>0, +( f )=0.
This proves the first assertion. The second assertion follows from
Theorem 2.3 by taking s=r in (2.6).
(3) The first assertion follows immediately from (2.2), and the second
one follows from (2.6) by taking s=r in the expression of :(r). K
Finally, we present an analogue of Theorem 2.3 for a class of operators
L, which are not necessarily normal, but are such that
E(Pt f, Pt f )h(t) E( f, f ), t0, f # D(L) (2.7)
for some positive h # C[0, ). It is well-known that (2.7) holds for h=1
provided L is self-adjoint. Moreover, (2.7) holds for h(t)=exp[&2Kt] if
the curvature of L is bounded below by K # R (see e.g. [6] for details).
Theorem 2.5. Assume that (2.7) holds. Then (2.5) implies (1.6) with
8=9 and
:(r)=2 |
!&1(r)
0
h(s) ds, r>0.
Proof. Noting that
+( f 2)&+((Pt f )2)=2 |
t
0
E(Pt&s f, Pt&s f ) ds, t>0, f # D(L),
by (2.5) and (2.7) we obtain
+( f 2)2E( f, f ) |
t
0
h(s) ds+!(t) 9( f ),
f # D(L), +( f )=0, t>0.
This completes the proof. K
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3. CRITERIA OF WEAK POINCARE INEQUALITIES
We first present a general criterion for the weak Poincare inequality
which applies in many cases. Then we go to estimate the function : in (1.6)
for diffusions on a Riemannian manifold. To prove (1.6), we assume the
following local Poincare inequality
(A) For any = # (0, 1), there exist A # F and c>0 such that +(A)1&=
and
+( f 21A)cE( f, f )++( f1A)2+(A), f # D(L). (3.1)
Theorem 3.1. If (A) holds then
+( f 2):(r) E( f, f )+r & f &2 , r>0, f # D(L), +( f )=0, (3.2)
where
:(r)=inf {c>0 : (3.1) holds for == r1+r with
c for some A # F with +(A)
1
r+1= .
Proof. For any = # (0, 1), let c>0 and A # F be such that +(A)1&=
and (3.1) holds. For f # D(L) with +( f )=0, one has +( f1A)2=
+( f1Ac)2=2 & f &2 . Then
+( f 2)+( f 2 1A)+= & f &2cE( f, f )+
+( f1A)2
+(A)
+= & f &2
cE( f, f )+
=
1&=
& f &2 , f # D(L), +( f )=0.
The proof is completed by taking ==r(1+r) for r>0. K
Remark. (1) (A) is not a strong assumption (in particular in the finite
dimensional case). For example, (A) holds for E( f, f ) :=+( |{f |2) on a
connected Riemannian manifold, where d+ :=exp[V] dx is a probability
measure and V is locally bounded.
(2) It is known that for a symmetric irreducible Dirichlet form
(E, D(E)), Pt f converges to +( f ) in L2 (+) as t  , see the Appendix in
[3] for a simple proof. Theorems 2.1, 2.3 and 3.1 imply estimates for the
rate of L2-convergence even for nonsymmetric semigroups. For instance, let
d+=eV dx be a probability measure on a connected Riemannian manifold
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with V locally bounded, then for any Markov semigroup Pt on L2 (+)
satisfying
d
dt
+((Pt f )2)=&+( |{Pt f |2), t0, f # C 0 , (3.3)
it follows from Theorem 3.1 and the proof of Theorem 2.1 that sup& f &1
&Pt f &+( f )&2  0 as t   provided + is an invariant measure of Pt . For
general diffusions on Rd with diffusion coefficient matrix a, |{f |2 is replaced
by (a{f, {f) .
In the remainder of this section, we consider Dirichlet forms with the
local property for E=M, a connected noncompact Riemannian manifold
M of dimension d. Let d+ :=eV dx be a probability measure on M with V
a locally bounded function, and E( f, f ) :=+( |{f |2) for f # C b (M). Below
we use C b (M) to replace D(L) in (3.2). Let o # M be fixed, and denote by
\(x) the Riemannian distance between x and o. Let Br=[\r] for r>0.
To obtain explicit estimates for :, one needs to estimate the local
Poincare constant c in (3.1). This is related to a well-known topic in geometry,
namely, estimating the first Neumann eigenvalue on a regular domain, see
e.g. [13, 26] and references therein.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that Br is convex for any r>0. Let K # C(0, )
be a nonnegative increasing function such that the Ricci curvature on Br is
bounded below by &K(r). Then (3.2) holds with
:(r)=
4R2r cosh
d&1 [Rr - K(Rr)(d&1)]
?2 - 1+8R2r K(Rr)?4
exp[$Rr (V)], (3.4)
where Rr :=inf[s>0 : +(Bcs)r(1+r)], $R (V) :=sup [V(x)&V( y) :
x, y # BR] and where for d=1 we put K=K(d&1)=0.
If V # C2 (M), let KV be an increasing function such that Ric&HessV is
bounded below by &KV (r) on Br . Then (3.2) holds with
:(r)=
exp[ 12KV (Rr) R
2
r ]&1
KV (Rr)
. (3.5)
Proof. By Corollary 3 in [13], one has
*(R) :=inf[+( |{f |2 1BR): f # C
1 (BR), +( f1BR)=0, +( f
21BR)=1]

?2
4R2
- 1+8R2K(R)?4 cosh1&d[R - K(R)(d&1)], (3.6)
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where for d=1 we have K=0 and set K(d&1)=0. Then, by a simple
comparison argument, we see (3.1) holds for A=BR and
c=
4R2 coshd&1 [R - K(R)(d&1)]
?2 - 1+8R2K(R)?4
exp[$R (V)].
Therefore, the first assertion follows from Theorem 3.1.
For the case where V # C2 (M), by Corollary 1 in [13], (3.1) holds for
A=BR and
c=
exp[ 12KV (R) R
2]&1
KV (R)
which proves the second assertion. K
It is clear that the assumption in Theorem 3.2 that Br is convex was
made to use known estimates for the first Neumann eigenvalue. This
assumption is however not true in general. To treat the general case, we
present a result below based on an idea from [27].
Theorem 3.3. Assume that there exist r0>0 and # # C[r0 , ) such that
L0\ :=(2+{V) \#(\) on Bcr0 (3.7)
in the distribution sense. For any =>0 and Rr0 , let ’= (R)=Rr0 (=+
#(r))+ dr. If there exists =>0 such that +(BcR) exp[’= (R+1)&’= (R)]  0
as R  , then there exists c(=)>0 such that (3.2) holds with :(r)=
c(=) exp[’= (R r+1)], where
R r :=inf[Rr0 : +(BR)&1+c(=) exp[’= (R+1)&’= (R)]r+(BcR)],
r>0.
Especially, if ’= ()< for some =>0, then the Poincare inequality (1.1)
holds for C=c(=) exp[’= ()].
Proof. Let L=L0&1[\r0] (=+#(\))
+ {\, where {\(x) :=0 if x is in
the cut locus of o. Then L\&= on Bcr0 in the distribution sense. Therefore
(see Corollary 1.4 in [27] and its remark), there exists c1 (=)>0 such that
&( f 2)&&( f )2c1 (=) &( |{f | 2) (3.8)
for all Lipschitz continuous f # L2 (+), where d&=C exp[&1[\r0] ’= (\)] d+
with C>0 a normalizing constant. For f # C b (M) with +( f )=0 and
R>r0 , let h=(R+1&\)+ 7 1. We have
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+( f 2h2)&+( fh)2+(BR+1)= inf
r # R
+(( fh&r1BR+1)
2)
C&1 exp[’= (R+1)] inf
r # R
&(( fh&r1BR+1)
2)
=C&1 exp[’= (R+1)](&( f 2h2)&&( fh)2&(BR+1))
C&1 exp[’= (R+1)](&( f 2h2)&&( fh)2).
Combining this with (3.8), we obtain (recalling that +( f )=0)
+( f 2h2)+( fh)2+(BR)+C&1c1 (=) exp[’= (R+1)] &( |{( fh)|2)
& f &2 +(B
c
R)
2+(BR)+2c1 (=) exp[’= (R+1)] +( |{f |2)
+2c1 (=) exp[’= (R+1)&’= (R)] +(BcR) & f &
2

for some c1 (=)>0. This proves the theorem for c(=)=2c1 (=) since +( f 2)
+( f 2h2)+& f &2 +(B
c
R). K
We note that the second assertion in Theorem 2.3 for the Poincare
inequality was already proved in [27]. In the case where # is negative, we
have the following result which provides better choices of : than
Theorem 3.2 when +(BcR) decays fast enough as R A , see e.g. the proof of
Proposition 1.4(c).
Theorem 3.4. Assume that # in (3.7) is negative and Br is convex for any
r>0. For any Rr0 , let
(R) := inf
r # [r0 , R]
[&#(r)], ,(R) :=inf[sr0 : (R)2 s29+(Bcs)],
‘(R) :=(R)2 [1+,(R) - K(,(R))]
_cosh1&h [,(R) - K(,(R))(d&1)] e&$,(R)(V).
Then there exists c>0 such that (3.2) holds for :(r)=c‘(R r) provided
R r :=inf[Rr0 : +(BcR&1)[1+c‘(R)]r+(BR&1)(r+1)]
< , r>0.
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, the Poincare inequality (1.1) holds provided
()>0. Hence we only consider the case where ()=0. In this case
one has ,(R) A  as R A . Then there exist =>0 and R(=)r0+1 such
that
(R)2 +(B,(R))(,(R)&r0)28(1+=) +(Bc,(R)), RR(=). (3.9)
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Next, since L0 \&(R) in BR "Br0 in the distribution sense, by Cheeger’s
inequality we obtain (see e.g. p. 398 in [27])
*(BR"Br0) :=inf[+( |{f |
2: f # C 0 (BR"Br0), +( f
2)=1)]

(R)2
4
. (3.10)
Next, the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [27] yields that
* (R) :=inf[+( |{f | 2): f # C 0 (BR), +( f
2)&+( f )2=1]

*(BR "Br0) *(r) +(Br)(r&r0)
2&2*(r) +(Bcr)
2*(r)(r&r0)2+*(BR "Br0)(r&r0)
2 +(Br)+2+(Br)
,
r # (r0 , R).
Combining this with (3.6), (3.9) and (3.10), we obtain
* (R)
c1*(,(R)) +(B,(R)) (R)2 (,(R)&r0)2
*(,(R))(,(R)&r0)2+(R)2 (,(R)&r0)2 +(B,(R))++(B,(R))
c2 ‘(R),
for some c1 , c2>0 and all RR(=) such that ,(R)<R. If ,(R)R, then
* (R)(*(R))c2‘(R) still holds for some c2>0 according to (3.6). Then
for any f # C b (M) with +( f )=0 and any RR= , let h=(R&\)
+ 7 1, we
have
+( f 2)+( f 2h2)+& f &2 +(B
c
R&1)

2+( |{f |2)+2 & f &2 +(B
c
R&1)
c2‘(R)
+
& f &2 +(B
c
R&1)
+(BR&1)
.
This proves the desired result by taking c=2c2 for small r>0 such that
RrR(=). K
Now we are ready to prove the results claimed in Example 1.4.
Proof of Example 1.4. By Corollary 2.4, it suffices to prove (1.6) with :
as specified there. We note that K=0 since M=Rd. Let Rr and R r be
defined in Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 respectively.
(a) In this case we have $R (V)=(d+ p) log(1+R) and Rr
c(1+r&1p) for some c>0 and any r>0. By Theorem 3.2, (3.2) holds with
:(r)=
4R2r
?2
exp[$Rr (V)]c1 r
&(d+ p+2)p (3.11)
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for some c1>0 and all r # (0, 1] (hence for all r>0 since +( f 2)& f &2).
Next, assume that p2&4&2d&2p>0. Let r01 be such that
(d&1)r0&(d+ p)(1+r0)<0. It is easy to see that (R)c2R&1,
,(R)c3R2(2+ p), ‘(R)c4R&2(d+2+2p)(2+ p) for some c2 , c3 , c4>0 and
all Rr0 . Moreover, we have R rc5r&(2+ p)( p
2&2d&4&2p) for some c5>0
and all r # (0, 1]. Therefore, by Theorem 3.4, (3.2) holds with
:(r)=c‘(R r)c6 r&2(d+2+2p)( p
2&2d&4&2p)
for some c, c6>0. Combining this with (3.11) we prove (3.2) for :(r)=
c7r&{ for some c7>0.
(b) Obviously, $R (V)=d log(1+R)+ p log log(e+R), and Rr
exp[c(1+r&1( p&1))] for some c>0. By Theorem 3.2, (3.2) holds with
:(r)=
4R2r
?2
exp[$Rr (V)]c1 exp[c2r
&1( p&1)]
for some c1 , c2>0.
(c) In this case Theorem 3.4 provides a better result than Theorem 3.2.
Let $ # (0, 1). We have #(r)=((d&1)r)&_$r1&$ which is negative for big
r. Taking r0>1 such that #(r0)<0 we see that (R)c1R$&1 for some
c1>0 and all Rr0 . It is easy to see that there exists c2>0 such that
+(Bcs)c2 exp[&_s
$] s1&$ for sr0 . Let sR>0 solve 9c2 exp[&_s$] s&(1+$)
=c21R
2($&1), then ,(R)sR 6 r0 . Hence
exp[$,(R) (V)]=exp[_,(R)$]exp[_(sR 6 r0)$]c3R2(1&$)
for some c3>0. Since K=0,
‘(R)=(R)2 exp[&$,(R) (V)]c4 R4($&1)
for some c4>0. Then +(BcR&1) ‘(R)
&1c5 exp[&_R$2] for some c5>0
and all R>r0 . We obtain R rc6 (1+[log(1+r&1)]1$) for some c6>0.
Therefore, by Theorem 3.4, (3.2) holds for
:(r)=c(R r)&2 exp[$,(R r) (V)]c7[log(1+r
&1)]4(1&$)$
for some c7>0 and all r # (0, 1] (hence all r>0).
On the other hand, by (3.4) one obtains (3.2) for :(r)=c(1+r&=) for
some c, =>0. This choice of : is worse than the one above. K
Before concluding this section, we consider general diffusions on Rd.
Consider E=Rd and let a=(aij) be uniformly positive definite on any
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compact domain. Assume that d+=eV dx is a probability measure on Rd
with V locally bounded. For any R>0, let BR :=[x: |x|R] and
a

(R) :=inf[(a(x) y, y): | y|=1, x # BR],
$R (V) :=sup[V(x)&V( y) : x, y # BR].
Letting +R ( } ) :=+( } & BR)+(BR), we have
+R ( f 2)+R ( f )2+
4R2
?2
exp[$R (V)] +R ( |{f | 2)
+R ( f )2+
4R2
?2a

(R)
exp[$R (V)] +R ((a{f, {f ) ).
Then for any f # C b (R
d) with +( f )=0,
+( f 2)
& f &2 +(B
c
R)
+(BR)
+
4R2
?2a

(R)
exp[$R (V)] +(a{f, {f ).
Letting Rr :=inf[R0 : +(BcR)r(1+r)], we obtain
+( f 2):(r) +((a{f, {f ) )+r & f &2 ,
+( f )=0, f # C b (R
d), r>0 (3.12)
for :(r)=((4R2r )?
2a

(Rr)) exp[$Rr (V)].
4. ISOPERIMETRIC INEQUALITIES: THE DIFFUSION CASE
The aim of this section is to prove (1.6) using isoperimetric inequalities
for diffusions on a manifold. The study goes back to Cheeger’s inequality
for estimating the principal eigenvalue and the spectral gap of the
Laplacian, see e.g. [8, 31]. Isoperimetric inequalities have also been
developed by Ledoux in [18] for the log-Sobolev inequality, by Ro ckner
and Wang in [23] for the F-Sobolev inequality (i.e., using an increasing
function F to replace log in the log-Sobolev inequality), and by Wang in
[28] for the super-Poincare inequality (1.5).
Let M be a connected noncompact Riemannian manifold, and + a prob-
ability measure on M. Define
k(r) := inf
+(A) # [r, 12]
+ (A)
+(A)
, r # (0, 12], (4.1)
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where A runs over all open smooth domains (according to Yau [31], we
may also assume that A is connected), and + (A) denotes the area of A
induced by +.
Theorem 4.1. If k(r)>0 for any r # (0, 12], then
+( f 2):(r) +( |{f |2)+r$+ ( f )2,
r>0, f # C b (M), +( f )=0, (4.2)
where :(r)=4k(r2)&2 and $+ ( f )=inf+(A)=1 sup[ f (x)& f ( y) : x, y # A]. In
particular, if k(0) :=limr  0 k(r)>0, then (1.1) holds for C=4k(0)2.
Proof. Assume that k(r)>0 for r # (0, 12]. Let f # C b (M) be such
that +( f )=0. Take r0 # [inf f, sup f ] such that +( f>r0) 6 +( f<r0)12.
For s>0, let ts :=inf[t0 : +(( f &r0)+
2
>t)s]. By (4.1) and the coarea
formula, we obtain
+(( f &r0)+
2
)=|
&( f &r0)
+&2
0
+(( f &r0)+
2
>t) dt
|
ts
0
+ (( f &r0)+
2
=t)
k(s)
dt+s&( f &r0)+&2

1
k(s)
+( |{( f &r0)+
2
| )+s &( f &r0)+&2 , s>0.
The same estimate holds for ( f &r0)& in place of ( f &r0)+. Then
s$+ ( f )2+
1
k(s)
+( |{( f &r0)+
2
|+|{( f &r0)&2| )
+(( f &r0)+
2
+( f &r0)&2)=+(( f &r0)2). (4.3)
Noting that
+( |{( f &r0)+
2
|+|{( f &r0)&2| )=+( |{( f &r0)2| )
2 - +( |{f |2) +(( f &r0)2),
by (4.3) we obtain
+( f 2)+(( f &r0)2)
4
k(s)2
+( |{f |2)+2s$+ ( f )2, s>0.
This implies (4.2) by taking s=r2. K
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It is well-known that (1.1) holds for C=4k(0)2 provided k(0)>0
(see e.g. [8, 18, 31]). Theorem 4.1 extends this result to weak Poincare
inequalities.
Theorem 4.2. Assume that V # C2 (M) such that d+ :=eV dx is a prob-
ability measure and that |{Pt f |2h(t) Pt |{f |2 holds for some positive
h # C[0, ) and all t>0, f # C b (M), where Pt is generated by 2+{V on
L2 (+). If (4.2) holds, then for any = # (0, 12) there exists c(=)>0 such that
k(r)c(=):(=r).
Proof. (The idea for this proof originates from [18]). We first note that
the assumed gradient estimate implies Pt 1=1. Moreover, this assumption
implies (see e.g. Lemma 4.2 in [6])
Pt f 2&(Pt f )22 |
t
0
ds
h(s)
|{Pt f | 2 :=c(t) |{Pt f |2, f # C b (M).
Then
&{Pt f && f & - 1c(t), t>0.
Hence for any smooth g with &g&1,
+(g( f &Pt f ))= &|
t
0
+(g(2+{V) Ps f ) ds=|
t
0
+(({Ps g, {f ) ) ds
+( |{f | ) |
t
0
&{Ps g& dsct+( |{f | )
for some c>0 and all t1. Therefore,
+( | f &Pt f | )ct+( |{f | ), t1. (4.4)
For any r # (0, 12] and any smooth domain A with +(A) # [r, 12]. Take
[ fn]/C 0 (M) such that fn |A=1, fn (x)=0 if dist(x, A)1n, and
|{fn |n+1n. Applying (4.4) to fn and letting n A , we arrive at
ct+ (A)+(1A (1&Pt 1A))++(1Ac Pt 1A)=2[+(A)&+(1A Pt 1A)]
=2+(A)&2+((Pt2 1A)2). (4.5)
If (4.2) holds, by Theorem 2.1 we have
+((Pt2 1A)2)c+exp[&t:(s)] +(A)++(A)2, s>0.
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Therefore, (4.5) implies
+ (A)
+(A)
 sup
s, t>0
2
ct
[1&s+(A)&exp[&t:(s)]&+(A)]
 sup
s, t>0
1&2sr&2 exp[&t:(s)]
ct
For any = # (0, 12), taking s==r and t=:(=r) log 41&2= , we obtain
+(A)
+(A) 
c(=)
:(=r) for some c(=)>0. K
Corollary 4.3. Consider the situation of Theorem 4.2. If (4.2) holds
then for any = # (0, 12) there exists c(=)>0 such that
|
1
+(\R)
:(=r)
r
drc(=) R, (4.6)
where \ as before is the Riemannian distance between x and o.
Proof. Let h(s)=+(\s). By Theorem 4.3, (4.2) implies that &h$(s) :(=s)h(s)
c(=). This proves (4.6). K
Obviously, for a given function :, (4.6) provides an estimate of the decay
of +(\R) as R A . In particular, if (1.1) holds then by (4.6) there exists
c>0 such that +(exp[c\])<; This is a well-known result according to
Herbst’s argument, see e.g. [2].
Next, let us consider Dirichlet forms on Rd with the local property.
Let + be a probability measure on Rd and E( f, f ) :=+((a {f, {f ) ),
f # C b (M), where a(x)=(aij (x))d_d is positive definite for any x # R
d. Let
,1 , ,2 be two positive continuous function such that
,1 (x) | y| 2(a(x) y, y) ,2 (x) | y|2, x, y # Rd.
Finally, let d+ =,2 d+ and d+

=,1 d+ be defined on the boundary of
any smooth domain, where d+ is induced by + and the standard Euclidean
metric. The proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 imply the following result.
Theorem 4.4. Let k (r) (resp. k

(r)) be defined in (4.1) with + replaced
by +  (resp. +

).
(1) If k

(r)>0 for r # (0, 12], then
+( f 2):(r) +((a {f, {f ) )+r$+ ( f )2,
f # C 0 (R
d), +( f )=0, r>0 (4.7)
for :(r)=4k

(r2)&2.
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(2) Assume that aij # C2 (Rd), d+=eV dx for some V # C2 (Rd), and
that there exist K1 and a matrix-valued function _ such that K&1I
a=__*KI and
sup
x{ y
|x& y|&2 [&_(x)&_( y)&2+(b(x)&b( y), x& y)]K, (4.8)
where bi=dj=1 [a ij

xj
V+ xj aij]. If (4.7) holds then for any = # (0, 12)
there exists c(=)>0 such that k (r)c(=):(=r).
Proof. Let Pt be the Markov semigroup generated by the closure
of di, j=1 aij (
2xi xj)+di=1 bi (xi). One has (a{Pt f, {Pt f ) 
K2 e2KtPt(a {f, {f ) for f # C b (R
d), see (9.1) in [14]. Hence the proof of
Theorem 4.2 applies to the manifold Rd with the metric induced by a&1. K
The following is a simple consequence of Theorem 4.4 in the one dimen-
sional case.
Corollary 4.5. Consider the situation of Theorem 4.4. Let d=1 and
d+=eVdx for some V # C(R). For any r # (0, 1), let cr>0 be such that
+([&cr , cr])=1&r. Then
k (r)=k

(r) inf
s # [r, 12]
1
s
inf
t # [&cs , cs]
- a(x) exp[V(x)] :=}(r). (4.9)
Consequently, (4.7) holds for :(r)=4}(r2)&2 provided it is finite. On the
other hand, if a, V # C 2 (R) such that aV"+ 12 a$V$+
1
2a"&a$
24a is bounded
from above, then (4.7) implies k (r)=k

(r)c(=):(=r) for any = # (0, 12) and
some c(=)>0.
Proof. In the present case we have +  (x)=+

 (x)=(- a eV)(x). Then
for any r # (0, 12] and connected I/R with +(I )=r, we have I &
[&cr , cr]{<. This proves (4.9). To prove the second assertion, we con-
sider the metric induced by a&1: | x|
2
a=a
&1. Therefore, under this metric
Ric=0 (since d=1) and the unit vector field is X=- a x . Next, let
dx =a&12 dx which is the Riemannian volume element. Then we see that
d+=exp[V+ 12 log a] dx . Therefore,
HessV (X, X) :=X2V=aV"+
1
2
a$V$+
1
2
a"&
a$2
4a
.
The proof is completed by Theorem 4.4. K
Finally, we apply Corollary 4.5 to the first two cases in Example 1.4 to
obtain better choices of : for d=1.
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(a) For p>0 and V(x)=&(1+ p) log(1+|x| ), we have crcr&1p
for some c>0. Then }(r)cr1p and hence (4.7) holds for :(r)=c1r&2p
and some c1>0. Moreover, it is easy to see that k (r)c$r1p for some
c$>0 and V" is bounded above. Hence, by Corollary 4.5, (4.7) does not
hold for any : with :(r) r1p  0 as r  0.
(b) Let p>1 and V(x)=&log(1+|x| )& p log log(e+|x| ). Simi-
larly to (a), we have }(r)cr1( p&1) exp[&r&1( p&1)] for some c>0
and r # (0, 12]. By Corollary 4.5, (4.7) holds for :(r)=c1r&2( p&1)
exp[2 p( p&1)r&1( p&1)] for some c1>0. Moreover, there exists c$>0 such
that k (r)c$r1( p&1) exp[&r&1( p&1)]. Hence, by Corollary 4.5, (4.7) does
not hold for any : with a(r) exp[&sr&1( p&1)]  0 as r  0 for some
s # (0, 21( p&1)).
5. ISOPERIMETRIC INEQUALITIES: THE JUMP CASE
In this section we study the weak Poincare inequality for general sym-
metric Dirichlet forms following the line of [15, 30] in which the Poincare
and Sobolev type inequalities are considered (see also [11, 12] for
estimates of the constants in the log-Sobolev and Nash inequalities).
Let J be a symmetric measure on (E_E, F_F). Define
E( f, f ) := 12 |
E_E
[ f (x)& f ( y)]2 J(dx, dy),
D(E) = [ f # L2 (+) : E( f, f )<].
We consider the inequality
+( f 2):(r) E( f, f )+r$+ ( f )2, r>0, +( f )=0. (5.1)
If (5.1) holds, then for r # (0, 12] and A with +(A)=r # (0, 12], taking
f =1A in (5.1) we obtain
k(r) := inf
+(A) # [r, 12]
J(A_Ac)
+(A)
 sup
s>0
1&sr
:(s)

1&=
:(=r)
, = # (0, 1). (5.2)
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Therefore, the main task is to prove (5.1) using isoperimetric inequalities.
To do this, we take a nonnegative symmetric measurable function # on
E_E such that
|
A_E
1[#(x, y)>0] J(dx, dy)
#(x, y)
+(A), A # F.
Define J (dx, dy)=1[#(x, y)>0]J(dx, dy)- #(x, y), and let k be defined in
(5.2) with J replaced by J . We have the following result.
Theorem 5.1. If k (r)>0 for r # (0, 12], then (5.1) holds for :(r)=
2k (r2)&2. Consequently, if k (0)>0 then (1.1) holds for C=2k (0)&2.
Proof. Let r # (0, 12]. For bounded f with +( f )=0 and E( f, f )<,
let r0 be such that +( f>r0) 6 +( f<r0)12. For any t0, let
At :=[( f &r0)+
2
>t] and p(t) :=+(At). Then we have p(t)12. Let
tr :=inf[t0 : p(t)r], then
- 2E(( f &r0)+, ( f &r0)+) +(( f &r0)+
2
)
 12 | |( f (x)&r0)+2&( f ( y)&r0)+2| J (dx, dy)
=|
[( f (x)&r0)
+>( f ( y)&r0)
+]
[( f (x)&r0)+
2
&( f ( y)&r0)+
2
] J (dx, dy)
|
tr
0
J (At _Act ) dtk (r) |
tr
0
p(t) dt.
Therefore,
+(( f &r0)+
2
)=|
&( f &r0)
+&2
0
p(t) dt

1
k (r)
- 2E(( f &r0)+, ( f &r0)+) +(( f &r0)+
2
)
+r &( f &r0)&2
for all r>0. This implies
+(( f &r0)+
2
)
2
k (r)2
E(( f &r0)+, ( f &r0)+)+2r &( f &r0)+&2 ,
r>0. (5.3)
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Similarly, (5.3) holds for ( f &r0)& in place of ( f &r0)+. Then the proof is
completed by noting that +( f 2)+(( f &r0)2) and
|( f (x)&r0)+&( f ( y)&r0)+|2+|( f (x)&r0)&( f ( y)&r0)&|2
| f (x)& f ( y)|2. (5.4)
Indeed, (5.4) is obvious when ( f (x)&r0)( f ( y)&r0)>0. In the case where
(( f (x)&r0)( f ( y)&r0))0, we have | f (x)& f ( y)|=| f (x)&r0 |+ | f ( y)&
r0 | and hence (5.4) holds. K
Corollary 5.2. Assume that there exists R>0 such that J(A_E)
R+(A), A # F. Taking ##R we obtain k (r)=k(r)- R. Therefore, (5.1)
holds for some : if and only if k(r)>0 for r # (0, 12], and in this case (5.1)
holds for :(r)=2Rk(r2)&2.
Corollary 5.3. Consider the birth-death process: E=Z+ , +(i)>0 for
i0,
+(i) ai , if j=i&1,
J(i, j) :={+(i) bi , if j=i+1,0, otherwise,
where a0=0, b0=1, ai , bi>0 for i1 such that J is symmetric. We call ai
and bi respectively the death rate and the birth rate. Since J is symmetric, we
have +(i)=(b0 } } } bi&1 a1 } } } ai) +(0), i1. Obviously, we may take #(i, j)
=(ai+bi) 6 (aj+bj). For any r # (0, 12], let ir :=inf[i>0 : ji +( j)r]
and
p(r) :=inf { (+(i+1) ai+1) 7 (+(i) b i)- (ai+bi) 6 (ai+1+b i+1) : 0iir= .
Then k (r)infs # [r, 12] p(s)s and (5.1) holds for :(r)=2[infs # [r2, 12] p(s)
s]&2 provided it is finite for any r # [0, 1].
Proof. Let r # (0, 12]. For any s # [r, 12] and I/Z+ with +(I )=s,
we have [0, is] & I{<, [0, is+1] & I c{<. Then, for #(i, j)=(a i+bi) 6
(aj+bj) we have
J (I_I c)
+(I )
=
1
s
:
i # I, j  I
J (i, j)
p(s)
s
. K
Finally, we present some examples for birth-death processes which have
the same convergence rates as the ones given in Corollary 2.4.
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Example 5.4. Let ai=1 for i1. We consider the following three
choices of bi .
(1) Let bi=( ii+1)
$ for some $>1 and all i1. We have +(i)=
+(0) i &$ for i1. Obviously, by Corollary 5.3 k (r)cr&1($&1) for some
c>0, hence (5.1) holds for :(r)=c$r2(1&$) for some c$>0.
(2) Let bi= ii+1 (
log(1+i)
log(2+i))
$ for some $>1. We have +(i)=
i &1 (log(1+i))&$ +(0), i1. By Corollary 5.3 there exist c1 , c2>0 such
that k (r)c1 exp[&c2 r1(1&$)], and hence (5.1) holds for :(r)=
exp[c(1+r1(1&$))] for some c>0.
(3) Let bi=exp[_(i $&(i+1)$)] for some _>0, $ # (0, 1) and all
i1. We have +(i)=exp[&_i $] +(0), i1. Since ji exp[&_j $]
c1 i 1&$ exp[&_i $] for some c1>0 and all i1, we have iri $r
c2 [log(1+r&1)]1$ for some c2>0, where i $r>0 satisfies c1 (i $r)1&$
exp[&_(i $r)$]=r. Then by Corollary 5.3,
k (r)
c3
r
exp[&_(i $r)$]=
c3
c1
(i $r)$&1c4[log(1+r&1)] ($&1)$
for some c3 , c4>0. Therefore (5.1) holds for :(r)=c[log(1+r&1)]2(1&$)$
for some c>0. Finally, it is easy to see that (1.1) holds if $1.
In the next example we consider some birth-death processes with
unbounded rates.
Example 5.5. Letting ai=bi for i1, we have +(i)=a&1i +(0), i1.
(1) Let ai=i $ for some $>1 and all i1. Then irc1r1(1&$) for
some c1>0. By Corollary 5.3, k (r)c2 r(2&$)
+(2($&1)) for some c2>0.
Hence (5.1) holds for :(r)=c3r(2&$)
+(1&$) for some c3>0. Especially, if
$2 then (1.1) holds.
(2) Let ai=i[log(1+i)]$ for some $>1 and all i1. Then ir
exp[c1r1(1&$)] for some c1>0. By Corollary 5.3, there exists c2>0 such
that k (r)exp[&c2r1(1&$)] and (5.1) holds with :(r)=exp[c(1+
r1(1&$))] for some c>0.
(3) Let ai=i 2 [log(1+i)]&$ for some $>0 and all i1. Then
irc1r&1 [log(1+r&1)]$ for some c1>0. By Corollary 5.3 k (r)
c2 [log(1+r&1)]&$2 for some c2>0 and (5.1) holds with :(r)=
c[log(1+r&1)]$ for some c>0.
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6. PERTURBATIONS OF + WITH APPLICATION TO THE
STOCHASTIC QUANTIZATION OF FIELD THEORY
We first study the behaviour of the weak Poincare inequality under per-
turbations of the probability measure +. Then we apply the corresponding
results to the stochastic quantization of field theory.
Let M denote the class of measurable functions on (E, F), and let
1: D(1 )_D(1 )  M be a symmetric bilinear mapping satisfying
(1) D(1 ) is a sub-algebra of M, 1( f, f )0 for f # D(1 ), 1 # D(1 ).
(2) If f, g # D(1 ) then 1( fg, h)= f1(g, h)+ g1( f, h), h # D(1 ).
(3) If f, g # D(1 ), then f 7 g # D(1) and 1( f 7 g, f 7 g)
1[ fg]1( f, f )+1[ fg] 1(g, g).
Assume that there exists a decreasing function :: (0, )  [0, ) such
that
+( f 2):(r) +(1( f, f ))+r & f &2 ,
f # D(1 ) & L2 (+), +( f )=0, r>0. (6.1)
Let V be a measurable function such that d+ :=eV d+ is a probability
measure on E. Our first aim is to establish the weak Poincare inequality
for + .
Theorem 6.1. Assume (6.1). Let
%(r) :=+(V>r), %(&r) :=+(V<&r),
% :=+ (V>r), % (&r) :=+ (V<&r), r>0.
If V # D(1) with 1(V, V) # L p (+) for some p>1, and er1 [%(r1)&
%(r1+1)] ( p&1)p  0 as r1  , then (6.1) holds for + and : in place of +
and : for
: (r) :=inf[2:(=) exp[r1+r2+1]: r1 , r2 , =>0, (r1 , r2 , =)r],
where
(r1 , r2 , =) :=4[% (r1)+% (&r2)+=er1]+2er1:(=) &1(V, V)&L p(+)
_[%(r1)+%(&r2)&%(r1+1)&%(&r2&1)]( p&1)p.
Proof. For r1 , r2>0 let .(r) :=(r+r2+1)+ 7 17 (r1+1&r)+, r # R.
For f # L (+) & D(1 ) with + ( f )=0 and 1( f, f ) # L1 (+ ), we have
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+ ( f 2) inf
|c|& f &
+ (( f &c)2 1[&r2Vr1])+4 & f &
2
 (% (r1)+% (&r2))
er1 inf
|c|& f &
+(( f &c)2 1[ &r2Vr1])+4 & f &
2
 (% (r1)+% (&r2))
er1 inf
|c|& f &
+(( f.(V)&c)2)+4 & f &2 (% (r1)+% (&r2))
er1:(=) +(1( f.(V), f.(V)))+4 & f &2 (% (r1)+% (&r2)+=e
r1),
(6.2)
for all =>0. On the other hand,
+(1( f.(V), f.(V)))2[+( f 2.$(V)2 1(V, V))++(.(V)2 1( f, f ))]
2er2+1+ (1( f, f ))+2 & f &2 } &1(V, V)&Lp(+)
_[%(r1)+%(&r2)&%(r1+1)&%(&r2&1)] ( p&1)p.
Combining this with (6.2) we obtain
+ ( f 2)2er1+r2+1:(=) + (1( f, f ))+& f &2 (r1 , r2 , =),
for all r1 , r2 , =>0. This completes the proof. K
Next, we apply Theorem 6.1 to the stochastic quantization of (P(8)2&)
field theory in finite volume studied by Jona-Lasinio and Mitter [17]. We
use the notation in Ro ckner and Zhang [24].
Let 4 be an open rectangle in R2, and (&2+1)N the generator of the
quadratic form
(u, v)  |
4
({u, {v) dx+|
4
uv dx,
u, v # [g # L2 (4; dx) : |{g| # L2 (4; dx)].
Let [*n : n1] be all (Neumann) eigenvalues of (&2+1)N on 4 and en
the corresponding normalized eigenfunction of *n . For $ # R, define
H$ ={u # L2 (4, dx) : :

n=1
*$n(u, en)
2
L2(4; dx)<= ,
(u, v) H$= :

n=1
*$n(u, en) L2(4; dx) (v, en) L2(4; dx) , u, v # H$ .
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We now fix $, $ >0. Let + be the mean zero Gaussian probability
measure on E :=H&$ such that
|
E
E$(l, z) 2E +(dz)=&l&2&1 , l # E$ :=H$ .
For n1, let Hn (t) :=[n2]m=0 (&
1
2)
m (n ! tn&2m)((n&2m)! m!), let * #
C0 (R
2) with *0,  *(x) dx=1 and *(x)=*(&x). For }1 let *}, x( y)
:=22}*(2} (x& y)), z} (x) :=E$(*}, x , z)E and c} (x) := z} (x)2 +(dx),
x # 4, x # E. Then for any h # L2 (4; dx),
|
4
Hn (c} (x)&12 z} (x)) c} (x)n2 h(x) dx
converges in L p (+) for any p1, and the limit is independent of the choice
of *(x) (see e.g. [24]). Denote the limit by : zn : (h) which is known as the
Wick power of a random variable (see e.g. [25]).
Now, fix N1, an # R, 0n2N with a2N>0. Define
V(z)=C& :
2n
n=0
an : zn : (14), z # E,
where C is a constant such that d+ =eV d+ is a probability measure. V has
the following properties.
(a) (see e.g. Theorems V.2 and V.7 in [25]). There exists c>0 such
that &V&Lp(+)c( p&1)N, p2, and exp[V] # L p (+) for all p1.
(b) (see e.g. Theorem V.5 in [25]). There exist a, b>0 such that
+([V>b(log K)N])exp[&Ka] for big K.
(c) (see Proposition 7.2 and (7.19) in [24]). For any p1,
|{($)V|2 :=j=1 (Vkj)
2 # L p (+), where kj=*&$2j ej .
Theorem 6.2. Let $ # (0, 12). For any c>(eN)
N, there exists c$>0 such
that
+ ( f 2): (r) + ( |{($)f | 2)+r & f &2 ,
f # FC b , + ( f )=0, r>0, (6.3)
for : (r)=c$ exp[c[log(1+r&1)]N], r>0.
Proof. By (b) there exist a, r0>0 such that
%(r)exp[&exp[ar1N]], rr0 . (6.4)
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By (a) there exists c1>0 such that
%(&r)+( |V|>r) inf
p2
c1 ( p&1)Np r&p, r>0.
Taking p=e&1r1N for r(2e)N, we have pNpr&p=e&Np and hence
%(&r)c1 exp[&Ne&1r1N], r(2e)N. (6.5)
Now, for fixed s # (12, 1), let p>1 be such that ( p&1)p=s. By (c) we
have |{($)V|2 # L p (+). Since $<12 the Poincare inequality holds for + and
E( f, f ) :=+( |{($)f |2), i.e. (6.1) holds for some : with :(0) :=limr a 0 :(r)
<, 1( f, f )=|{($)f |2 and D(1 )=FC b . Hence using that exp[V] #
p1L p (+) (cf. (a) above) we see that there exists c2>0 such that
(r1 , r2 , 0)c2 er1 [%(r1)+%(&r2)]s, r1 , r2>0. Combining this with (6.4)
and (6.5), we obtain
(r1 , r2 , 0)c2 er1[exp[&exp[ar1N1 ]]+c1 exp[&Nr
1N
2 e
&1]]s (6.6)
for r1 , r2r0 6 (2e)N. Obviously, there exists r3>0 such that for any
r # (0, r3), there exist r1 , r2r0 6 (2e)N such that
exp[r1&s exp[ar1N1 ]]=c
s
1 exp[r1&sNr
1N
2 e
&1]=
r
2sc2
. (6.7)
By (6.6) we have (r1 , r2 , 0)r for r1 , r2>0 solving (6.7). It is easy to see
that for any = # (0, 1), there exists c3>0 (independent of r1 , r2 , r3 , s) such
that
r1<= log r&1+c3 , r2_(1+=) esN log r&1&
N
+c3 ,
for all r # (0, r3) and the corresponding r1 , r2>0 solving (6.7). Hence we
obtain (6.3) from Theorem 6.1 for
: (r)=c(=) r&= exp _\(1+=) esN log r&1+
N
&
for some c(=)>0. Then the proof is completed since =>0 is arbitrary and
s A 1 as p A . K
The following is a direct consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 6.2.
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Corollary 6.3. Let P t be the semigroup on L2 (+ ) associated to
E ( f, f ) :=+ ( |{($)f |2), $ # (0, 12). For any c # (0, Ne) there exists c$>0 such
that
+ ((P t f )2)c$ exp[&c(log(1+t))1N] & f &2 ,
+ ( f )=0, f # L (+ ), t>0.
7. WEAK POINCARE INEQUALITIES ON
CONFIGURATION SPACES
In this section we study weak Poincare inequalities for Dirichlet forms
determined by the gradient operator and Poisson measures on a configura-
tion space. We refer to [4, 5, 22] for previous results concerning analysis
and geometry on configuration spaces. We first recall some basic notions
in the literature.
Let M be a connected noncompact Riemannian manifold, and _ an
infinite Radon measure on M with _(K)< for any compact K/M. The
configuration space over M is defined by
1 :=[#/M : |# & K|< for any compact K/M],
where |A| denotes the cardinality of A. As usual, we identify # with the
measure x # 1 $x . For any f # C 0 (M) and any # # 1, denote ( f, #) :=
#( f ) :=x # # f (x). Let
FC b =[g(( f1 , } ) , ..., ( fN , } ) ):
N1, g # C b (R
N), f1 , ..., fN # C 0 (M)].
For 4/M, let FC b (4) be defined as FC

b with 4 in place of M. We
consider the vague topology on 1. Denote by B(1 ) the corresponding
Borel _-field. Let ?_ denote the (pure) Poisson measure on 1 with intensity
_, i.e. ?_ is the unique measure on (1, B(1 )) with Laplace transform
|
1
exp[#( f )] ?_ (d#)=exp[_(e f&1)], f # C 0 (M).
For F # FC b and v # V0 (M), the set of smooth vector fields on M with
compact supports, define
({1v F )(#)=
d
dt
F(exp# (tv))| t=0 ,
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where exp# (tv)=[expx(tvx): x # 1]. If F= g(( f1 , } ), ..., ( fN , } ) ), then
{1v F(#)= :
N
i=1
i g(( f1 , #) , ..., ( fN , #) ) #((v, {f i) )=#((v, {1F(#)) ),
where {1F(#)=Ni=1 i g(( f1 , #) , ..., ( fN , #) ) {f i # V0 (M).
For # # 1, let T#1 :=L2 (M  TM; #) be the tangent space at #, equipped
with the product ( } , })T#1=( } , }) L2(M  TM; #) . We have
|{1F(#)| 2 :=({1F(#), {1F(#)) T#1
= :
N
i, j=1
i g(( f1 , #) , ..., ( fN , #) )
_j g(( f1 , #) , ..., ( fN , #) ) #(({fi , {f j) ).
For F, G # FC b , define E(F, G)=?_ (({
1F, {1G) T } 1) which is a
pre-Dirichlet form on L2 (?_). It is known that (see e.g. Proposition 4.3
in [22]) (E, FC b ) is closable provided _(dx)= p(x) dx with p,
|{p|p # L1loc (dx) and - p # H 1, 2loc (dx), where dx denotes the Riemannian
volume element. We assume that (E, FC b ) is closable and let (E, D(E))
denote the closure.
Let $(F ) :=sup F&inf F for a bounded function F, and let
*_ (r) :=inf[_( |{f |2): f # C 0 (M), _( f
2)=1, & f &2r],
gap(E) :=inf[E(F, F ): F # FC b , ?_ (F
2)&?_ (F )2=1].
The main result in this section is the following.
Theorem 7.1. We have *_ (r)>0 for any r>0 if and only if there exists
:: (0, )  (0, ) such that
?_ (F 2)&?_ (F )2:(r) E(F, F )+r$(F )2, r>0, F # FC b , (7.1)
and (7.1) holds for :(r)=*_ (1r)&1 provided *_ (r)>0 for all r>0. In
particular, gap(E)=*_ ().
To prove Theorem 7.1 we need some preparations. We will frequently
use the following local representation of ?_ . For 4 # Oc(M) (i.e. 4 is a
relatively compact open subset of M), and for F # FC b (4), let F0=F(<),
Fn # C b (M
n) with Fn (x1 , ..., xn) :=F([x1 , ..., xn]) if x i {x j for i{ j. We
have
?_ (F )= :

n=0
_n4 (Fn)
exp[_(4)] n !
, (7.2)
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where _n4 on M
n is the product measure of _4 :=_( } & 4), and _04 (F0) :=
F(<). The following lemma is well-known. We include a proof for com-
pleteness.
Lemma 7.2. For f # C 0 (M), let F=( f, } )&_( f ). We have ?_ (F
4)=
_( f 4)+3_( f 2)2.
Proof. Let G=( f, } ). We have
F 4=G4&4G3_( f )+6G2_( f )2&4G_( f )3+_( f )4.
Let h(r) :=?_ (erG)=exp[_(erf&1)], we have d
n
dr n h| r=0=?_ (G
n), n1.
Then ?_ (G)=_( f ), ?_ (G2)=_( f )2+_( f 2), and
?_ (G3)=_( f )3+3_( f ) _( f 2)+_( f 3),
?_ (G4)=_( f )4+6_( f 2) _( f )2+3_( f 2)2+4_( f ) _( f 3)+_( f 4).
Therefore, the desired result follows immediately. K
Lemma 7.3. If *_ (c)>0 for some c>0, then
_( f 2)
1
*_ (c)
_( |{f |2)+
1
c
& f &2 , f # C

0 (M). (7.3)
Conversely, if (7.3) holds with some c$>0 replacing *_ (c), then for any
r # (0, c), we have *_ (r)(c&r) c$c.
Proof. For any f # C 0 (M), let f = f- _( f 2). We have _( f 2)=1,
& f &2=& f &
2
 _( f
2). If *_ (c)>0 and _( f 2)& f &2c, then & f &
2
c and
_( |{f |2)*_ (c), hence _( |{f |2)*_ (c) _( f 2). Therefore (7.3) holds.
On the other hand, if (7.3) holds with c$ replacing *_ (c), then for any
f # C 0 (M) with _( f
2)=1 and & f &2r # (0, c), we have _( |{f | 2)
c$[1&rc]. This proves the second assertion. K
Lemma 7.4. Let +4 :=_4_(4); Let {n denote the gradient operator on
Mn. If (7.3) holds for all c>0 then
+n4 (F
2
n)&+
n
4 (Fn)
2
+n4 ( |{
nFn |2)
*_ (1r)
+
rn$(F )2
_(4)
,
r>0, F # FC b (4), n1. (7.4)
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Proof. Let F= g(( f1 , } ) , ..., ( fN , } ) ) # FC b (4). Noting that F1&F0
# C 0 (4), by (7.3) for c=1r we obtain
+4 (F 21)&+4 (F1)
2+4 ((F1&F0)2)
1
*_ (1r)
+4 ( |{F1|2)+
r$(F )2
_(4)
.
Hence (7.4) holds for n=1. Assume that (7.4) holds for n=k, it suffices to
prove it for n=k+1. Since
h :=|
4k
Fk+1 (x1 , ..., xk , } ) +k4 (dx, ..., dxk)&|
4k
Fk d+k4 # C

0 (4),
we have
|
4 \|4k Fk+1 (x1 , ..., xk , } ) +k4 (dx1 , ..., dxk)+
2
d+4&+k+14 (Fk+1)
2
+4 (h2)
+4 ( |{h| 2)
*_ (1r)
+
r$(F )2
_(4)
.
By this and applying (7.4) with n=k to
F x(#) :=g(( f1 , #) + f1 (x), ..., ( fN , #)+ fN(x))
for each x # M, we obtain
+k+14 (F
2
k+1)&+
k+1
4 (Fk+1)
2
=|
4
[+k4 ((F
x
k)
2)&+k4 (F
x
k)
2] +4 (dx)+|
4
+4 (dxk+1)
_\|4k Fk+1 (x1 , ..., xk+1) +k4 (dx, ..., dxk)+
2
&+k+14 (Fk+1)
2

1
*_ (1r) |4 +
k
4 ( |{
kF xk |
2) +4 (dx)+
rk$(F )2
_(4)
+
1
*_ (1r)
_+4 \}{ |4k Fk+1 (x1 , ..., xk , } ) +k4 (dx1 , ..., dxk) }
2
++r$(F )
2
_(4)

1
*_ (1r)
+k+14 ( |{
k+1Fk+1|2)+
r(k+1) $(F )2
_(4)
. K
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Lemma 7.5. Let p* (i) :=exp[&*] *ii !, *1, i0. For any =>0 and
r # (0, 12], there exists *=, r1 such that for all * # [*=, r , ) and all
bounded :: Z+  R,
:

i=0
p* (i) :2i &\ :

i=0
p* (i) : i+
2
8r2e2r (?+=) :

i=1
ip* (i)(:i&:i&1)2+2r[sup :i&inf :i]2.
Proof. Let !* be the Poisson random variable with intensity *, then
E!*=E |!*&*|2=*. For any I/Z+ with s :=P(!* # I ) # [r, 12], we have
P( |!*&*|- *s+12)<s. Then
(Z+ "I ) & (*&- *s&1, *+- *s+1){<,
(7.5)
I & (*&- *s&1, *+- *s+1){<.
It is easy to check that p* (i) is increasing in i for i* and decreasing in
i for i*, and for any =$>0,
log p* ([*+- *s]z+1)&log p* ([*]z)
=([*+- *s]z+1&[*]z) log *&log
([*+- *s]z+1)!
[*]z !
&(- *s+2) log \1+1+- *s* +
&
1
*
(- *s+1)(2+- *s)&
1
s
&=$
for big enough *, where [r]z=max[i # Z : ir] for r>0. We have the
same estimate for [*&- *s]z&1 in place of [*+- *s]z+1. Then, for
sufficiently big *, we have
p* (i)exp[&s&1&=$] p* ([*]s),
i # Z+ & [*&- *s&1, *+- *s+1]. (7.6)
To apply Theorem 5.1, let ai=i, bi=*, i0. Define
ai p* (i), if j=i&1,
J(i, j)={bi p* (i), if j=i+1 i, j # Z+ .0 otherwise,
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Then J is symmetric and
:

i=1
ip* (i)(: i&:i&1)2= 12 :

i, j=0
(:i&:j)2 J(i, j). (7.7)
Let J =1[#>0] J- # for #(i, j) :=(ai+b i) 6 (aj+bj). By (7.5) and (7.6), for
big * and any I/Z+ with P(!* # I )=: s # [r, 12], we have
J(I_Ic)
+(I )
min { ip* (i)s - 2*+- *s+1 :
i # Z+ & [*&- *s&1, *+- *s+1]=

(*&- *s&1) exp[&s&1&=$] p* ([*]z)
s - 2*+- *s+1
. (7.8)
Noting that - * p* ([*]z)  1- 2? as *  , and s&1 exp[&s&1]
r&1 exp[&r&1] for s # [r, 12], we obtain from (7.8) that, for any =>0,
there exists *=, r1 such that k (r)[2r exp[r&1] - ?+=]&1 provided
**=, r . Then the proof is completed by Theorem 5.1 and (7.7). K
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Assume that (7.1) holds for some :, we are going
to prove *_ (c)>0 for any c>0. If *_ (c)=0 for some c>0, then there
exists [ fn]/C 0 (M) such that _( f
2
n)=1, & fn&
2
c and _( |{fn |
2)  0 as
n  . By an approximation argument (cf. the last paragraph of this
proof), we may apply (7.1) to functions F (n) :=( fn , } ) &_( fn). Then
?_ (F (n))=0, ?_ (F (n)
2
)=1 and E(F (n), F (n))=_( |{fn |2)  0 as n  . By
Proposition 1.2, for any = # (0, 1) one has
lim
n  
?_ ( |F (n)|>=)=0. (7.9)
On the other hand, we have
1=?_ (F (n)
2
)=+?_ (F (n)
2
1[ |F(n) |>=])
=+- ?_ (F (n)
4
) ?_ ( |F (n)|>=).
Therefore, Lemma 7.2 implies that
?_ ( |F (n)|>=)
(1&=)2
?_(F (n)
4
)
=
(1&=)2
_( f 4n)+3_( f
2
n)
2
(1&=)2
c+3
since & fn&2c and _( f
2
n)=1. This is a contradiction to (7.9).
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Conversely, if *_ (c)>0 for any c>0, Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 imply (7.4). It
follows from (7.2) and (7.4) that
?_ (F 2)& :

n=0
+n4 (Fn)
2 _(4)n
exp[_(4)] n!

1
*_ (r&1)
E(F, F )+r$(F )2, r>0, F # FC b (4). (7.10)
Now, for 40 # Oc (M) and F # FC b (40), take 4k #40 such that 4k A M as
k A . Noting that Fn (x1 , ..., xn)=Fn&1 (x1 , ..., xn&1) if xn  40 , we obtain
|+n4k (Fn)&+
n&1
4k
(Fn&1)|
|
4 nk
|Fn (x1 , ..., xn)&Fn&1 (x1 , ..., xn&1)| +n4k (dx1 , ..., dxn)
$(F ) +4k (40)=
$(F ) _(40)
_(4k)
. (7.11)
By (7.2) one has ?_ (F )=n=0 (+
n
4k
(Fn) _(4k)n)(exp[_(4k)] n !). Then by
applying Lemma 7.5 with ==1, *=_(4k), :i=+ i4k (F i), and using (7.10)
and (7.11), we obtain
?_ (F 2)&?_ (F )2
1
*_ (r&1)
E(F, F )
+\8r
2
1 e
2r1 (?+1) _(40)2
_(4k)
+r+2r1+ $(F )2 (7.12)
for all r1 , r # (0, 12] and sufficiently big k. By letting first k A  then r1 a 0
in (7.12), we obtain (7.1) for :(r)=*_ (1r)&1.
Finally, we obtain gap(E)*_ () by letting r  0 in (7.1) with :(r)=
*_ (1r)&1. It remains to prove gap(E)*_ (). For any f # C 0 (M) and
n1, let F (n)= gn (( f, } ) )&?_ (gn (( f, } ) ), where gn # C b (R) satisfying
gn (r)=r for |r|n, gn (r)=sign(r)(n+1) for |r|n+2, and | g$n |1. We
have ?_ (F (n))=0, ?_ (F (n)
2
)  _( f 2) as n  , and
?_ ( |{1F (n)|2) :

i=1
i_(4) i&1
exp[_(4)] i !
_( |{f |2)=_( |{f |2),
where 4 # Oc (M) be such that supp f/4. K
As an extension of Cheeger’s inequality for *_ () which is well-known
in geometry (cf. [9]), we present the following result for *_ (r).
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Proposition 7.6. For r>0, let k(r) :=inf_(A) # (r, ) _ (A)_(A), where
A runs over all bounded smooth domains, and _ (A) denotes the area of A
induced by _. If k(r)>0, then *_ (s)(1&rs)2 k(r)24 for s # (0, 1r). On the
other hand, assume that p := d_dx is positive and C
2. Let Pt denote the semi-
group generated by L :=2+{ log p on L2 (_). If |{Pt f |2h(t) Pt |{f | 2 for
some positive h # C[0, ) and all f # C b (M), then *_ (s)>0 implies
k(r)>0 for r>1s.
Proof. Assume that k(r)>0. For any f # C 0 (M) with _( f
2)=1, by the
coarea formula,
_( |{f 2| )=|

0
_ ([ f 2=t]) dtk(r) |
tr
0
_( f 2>t) dt,
where tr=sup [t>0 : _( f 2>t)r]. Then
_( f 2)=|

0
_( f 2>t) dt|
& f &2
tr
_( f 2>t) dt+
1
k(r)
_( |{f 2| )

2
k(r)
- _( |{f |2)+r & f &2 .
Then, for s # (0, 1r) and & f &2s, we have
1=_( f 2)
4_( |{f |2)
k(r)2 (1&rs)2
.
Therefore, *_ (s)k(r)2 (1&rs)24.
On the other hand, assume *_ (s)>0. By (7.3) we obtain
_((Pt f )2)exp[&2*_ (s) t] _( f 2)+& f &2s, f # C 0 (M). (7.13)
If |{Pt f | 2h(t) Pt |{f |2 for some positive h # C[0, ) and all f # C b (M),
then Pt is conservative and (4.4) holds. For any bounded smooth domain
A with _(A) :=r>1s, by taking f =1A in (4.4) and (7.13) we obtain
c1 t_ (A)_(1A (1&Pt 1A))+_(1AcPt 1A)
=2_(A)&2_((Pt2 1A)2)
2_(A)&2 exp[&*_ (s) t] _(A)&2s
2(1&exp[&*_ (s) t]&1(sr)) _(A).
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Therefore,
inf
_(A)r
_ (A)
_(A)
sup
t1
2
c1 t
(1&exp[&*_ (s) t]&1sr)>0. K
Finally, we present two typical examples, where in the first example E is
irreducible but (7.1) does not hold, and in the second (7.1) holds but gap
(E)=0.
Example 7.7. Let M=Rd and let _ be the Lebesgue measure. Then
(E, D(E)) is irreducible (see e.g. [22]) but (7.1) does not hold. Indeed, for
any R>0 with _(BR)1, taking f =(R+1&\)+ 7 1, where \(x) :=|x|,
we have f 2_( f 2)1 and hence
*_ (1)
_( |{f |2)
_( f 2)

_(BR+1)&_(BR)
_(BR)
which goes to zero as R  . Therefore (7.1) does not hold according to
Theorem 7.1.
Example 7.8. Let M be the d-dimensional hyperbolic space with d>4.
Let o # M be fixed and \ the distance function from a fixed point o. Take
a sequence [xn]/M such that \(xn)=n. Let _0 (dx)=dx be the Rieman-
nian volume element. Let _n (dx)= pn (x) dx for some smooth pn0
satisfying pn |Bn&2(xn)c=0, pn |Bn&22(xn)=n
4+$=maxpn , where $ # (0, 2d&9)
is a constant and Br (x) denotes the geodesic ball with center x and radius
r. Let _=n=0 _n , then (7.1) holds for some : but gap (E)=0.
Proof. For any n1, let fn # C 0 (M) be such that fn |Bn&2(xn)=1,
fn | B2n&2(xn)c=0, |{fn |2n
2. We have
_( |{fn |2)
_( f 2n)

4_0 (B2n&2 (xn)"Bn&2 (xn))
n$_0 (Bn&22 (xn))
cn&$
for some c>0 and all n1. Therefore, *_ ()=0. By Theorem 7.1 we have
gap (E)=0.
It remains to prove (7.1). For n1, let Mn=M"i>n Bi &2 (x i).
Obviously, we have 1p :=1+n=1 pn1+n
4+$ on Mn . Since 2\
d&1, by the integration by parts formula, we obtain
_ (A)
_(A)

(_0) (A)
(1+n4+$) _0 (A)

d&1
1+n4+$
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for all bounded, smooth A/Mn . By the coarea formula (cf. the proof of
Proposition 7.6), we arrive at
_( f 2)
1+n4+$
d&1
_( |{f 2| ), f # C 0 (Mn). (7.14)
For i>n, let hi # C 0 (M) such that h i |Bi&2(xi)=0, hB2i&2(xi)c=1 and
|{hi |2i2. For any f # C 0 (M), let fn= f >i>n h i . By (7.14),
_( f 2n)
1+n4+$
d&1
_( |{f 2| )+
4(1+n4+$)
d&1
& f &2
_ :
i>n
_0 (B2i&2 (x i)"Bi &2 (x i)) i4

1+n4+$
d&1
_( |{f 2| )+cn&2d+9+$ & f &2 , (7.15)
for some c>0 independent of n and f. Therefore,
_( f 2)_( f 2n)+& f &2 :
i>n
_(B2i &2 (x i))

1+n4+$
d&1
_( |{f 2| )+cn&2d+9+$ & f &2+c1 & f &
2
 :
i>n
i4+$&2d

2(1+n4+$)
d&1
- _( |{f |2) _( f 2)+c2 n9+$&2d & f &2 ,
n1, f # C 0 (M),
for some c1 , c2>0. Then for any r>0 and any f # C 0 (M) with _( f
2)=1
and & f &2r, we have
_( |{f |2)sup
n1 _
(d&1)(1&rc2n9+$&2d)+
2(1+n4+$) &
2
=: c(r)>0.
Therefore, *_ (r)c(r)>0 for any r>0, and the assertion follows by
Theorem 7.1. K
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